DRIVING SUCCESS IN
THE DISTRIBUTION SECTOR
WITH INVENTORY DATA
HOW SUNBEAM FOODS STREAMLINED SUPPLY
MANAGEMENT WITH SAGE INVENTORY ADVISOR

THE COMPANY

COMPANY TYPE

Sunbeam Foods Inc. was founded in 1972 and is a family-owned
business serving the food service industry. It started off in the most
basic of ways, selling cookies and juice to daycares. In roughly 50
years, the company has become a full line food distributor to the
childcare industry serving North Texas.

LOCATION

Food Products Distributor

Dallas, TX

The company serves roughly 650 childcare centers on a weekly
basis and sells a diverse line of food products from household
brand names such as Tyson, Conagra, Oak Farms, Seneca, Kellogg’s,
Nabisco, Stauffer’s and Little Debbie.

SIZE
~25 employees

SOLUTION(S) BEFORE
BRAINSELL  
Sage 100 Perpetual

SOLUTION(S) AFTER
BRAINSELL
Sage 100c
Sage Inventory Advisor
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THE PROBLEM

New Ownership Finds Lack of Formal Inventory

Mana g e ment P roc e s s , Wo rk f l o w s
Brian Savage, Owner and CEO of Sunbeam Foods,
purchased the company in December of 2017.
Previously, the company was using a Sage 100
Perpetual license. However, Savage realized that the
technology available to his team was not being used
to its maximum potential.
For example, the then current, manual inventory
management processes created issues like a high
volume of backorders which required CSR’s spending
time on the phone with customers recommending
substitute products; putting our customers in a
position where they may be forced to acquire the
product from another source; special deliveries to
customers when the backordered product came in.
All this created inefficiency and compromised
customer satisfaction.

The result of all this was that, at the time of the
acquisition, Sunbeam had a fill rate of only 84% and
over 40% excess inventory of items that were slow
movers. Sunbeam Foods concluded that it had to
reassess how they could improve its usage of Sage
and better position its teams to streamline and
automate its distribution initiatives.

Previous processes also included building all
purchase orders manually, even though they had a
solution implemented capable of helping them. This
process included employees walking the warehouse,
counting stock, assessing last week’s orders to try
to predict what might be ordered the following week,
and then building the purchase order manually. This
was a very time-consuming process that left a lot of
room for error.
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FROM THE SOURCE:
“The salespeople were actually
intimidated to go out and get new
accounts because, when they
did that in the past, the company
was unable to forecast properly
to accommodate the increased
demand. We would come out of
the gate stumbling and not having
everything the customer was
looking for.”

– Brian Savage,
Sunbeam Foods
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THE SOLUTION
A Streamlined, Automated
Inventory Management Solution

Brought Sunbeam
into the 21st Century
Sunbeam Foods turned to BrainSell to make the most
of the software they had already invested in. After
consultation, it was clear that the company needed a
new solution to address the inventory management
concerns.
With guidance from the BrainSell team, Sunbeam
Foods made the decision to upgrade to the Sage 100c
system in early 2018. Along with the new subscriptionbased model of the Sage 100c product, Sunbeam
Foods gained access to Sage Inventory Advisor, a tool
designed to replace manual systems and processes to
optimize inventory management efforts.

FROM THE SOURCE:
“The Data Purity Report [from
Sage Inventory Advisor] is a
fantastic tool for getting at
where all your problems are just
in your data. It’s critical to keep
that in mind because you’re
basing decisions on that data for
purchasing. You’re either going to
order too much or too little based
on the accuracy of your data.”

– Brian Savage,
Sunbeam Foods
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With Sage Inventory Advisor, Sunbeam Foods was
able to look at its product line offerings by volume
and value in a unique matrix grid. Within that, users
can easily assess their data and establish different
fill rates no matter the number of products they sell.
Users can also break down the data to find where
there is excess stock, where fill rates are falling
short, and find products that are truly swinging the
pendulum for the company. A Data Purity report
helps the company understand where the trouble
spots are in their data, better enabling teams to get
ahead of potential problems.
Sunbeam has also found value in Sage Inventory
Advisor’s “top off” capability, which allows them to
automate the reordering process of products that
are below the maximum stock level but haven’t yet
fallen to the reorder point. This ensures that product
reordering is in sync and that budget is being
allocated to the right products based on demand.
Another advantage Sunbeam gained was Sage
Inventory Advisor’s policy override functionality.
This automation software enables employees to set
lead times and replenishment cycles by individual
supplier, as well as implement minimum safety
stock levels for specific vendors and items.
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THE RESULTS

Near-Perfect Fill Rates, Reduction in Excess

Inventory & Happy Customers
Sunbeam Foods saw almost-instant success
from updating to Sage 100c and using Sage
Inventory Advisor. In just a seven-month period,
the company was able to increase its fill rates
from 84% to over 99%. The company was also
able to reduce its inventory by 55%, meaning
more inventory space could be used for products
that customers want — leading to more revenue.
It also freed up capital that was unnecessarily
tied up in inventory that could be used to fund
other initiatives.
Customer feedback has been fantastic thanks
to the streamlined and automated updates
to the order process. Backorders have all but
disappeared, meaning customers got orders
exactly when they wanted them. The efficiency
of the company also increased immensely
because they no longer had to field calls from
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customers complaining about their experience.
The sales team is now more confident in bringing
in new business and ensuring the team has the
bandwidth and forecasting capability to handle
the new order workload.
Ultimately, their partnership with BrainSell
led Sunbeam Foods to an ERP solution that
addressed all their inventory management
needs. Furthermore, the company is continuing
its partnership with BrainSell to restructure
their Chart of Accounts, as well as evaluating
warehouse management solutions that can
work in part with Sage 100c. This will then
position Sunbeam to possibly implement other
software to boost other aspects of the business,
such as marketing automation, CRM, an
eCommerce web portal and fleet management.
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About BrainSell
BrainSell helps companies thrive by solving business challenges with expert guidance and bestof-class technology. We have offered unbiased software selection, implementation, support, and
consulting services to clients of all sizes across North America for over 25 years.
Our methodology involves helping clients identify the clearest areas for potential improvement
in their processes. If technology can help you, then the BrainSell team can guide you on your
path to business growth.

Looking for CRM, ERP or Accounting Technologies?
Contact us to learn more!
info@brainsell.net
(866) 356-2654
www.brainsell.net
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